The human brain's process associated with the recognition and identification of acoustic signals is regarded as the calculation of the distances between "sound vectors"; the ones listened in the present with the memorized vectors in previous listening. Matching vectors (minimal distance between them) would indicate sounds come from similar sound sources or same sound source. In this study, the statistical values of r-ACF (running Autocorrelation Function) microscopic parameters of 6 spoken words recordings (in Spanish) by different speakers were calculated, and the aforementioned vector's distances were constructed by using the distances between the r-ACF parameters, being able to predict the degree of similarity between the speakers.
I. INTRODUCTION
Speaker recognition is a methodology utilized to identify a person given one or more words spoken by this person. This method can be applied to reach two goals: to see if the speaker is within a group of people or to verify a person's identity, i.e., to make sure that the speaker is who he claims to be. In both cases, speaker recognition may or may not depend on the speech involved.
There are many factors that can contribute to misidentification: misread or misspoken phrases, extreme emotional states, inappropriate microphone placement, inadequate room acoustics (making speech less intelligible), background noise, and sickness that can alter the vocal tract and aging of the speakers, among others [1] . Since speaker recognition is a biometric topic, the evaluated information (i.e., the human voice) cannot be missed or forgotten. All the anatomical differences inherent to the vocal tract and also the learned habits by each person turn out as differences between the acoustic signals produced by each speaker; hence these differences can be applied to distinguish speakers.
The objective of this research is to address the issue only from a temporal perspective, developing primarily acoustic characteristics of a speaker based on Ando's hearing model [9] and sound information transmission up to the cortex [2] , as a consequence of evaluating the basic processes of speaker recognition, regardless the speech.
Finally, a speaker recognition model is presented. It is based on the vector distance between sound sources [3] considering that once these sources are memorized by the listener they stay in a "neural nebula" of information inside the brain.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Voice recording
6 different male voices were recorded, all of them pronounced the same speech: "Buen día" ("Good morning" in Spanish). The speakers cooperated with good diction and pronunciation. Adverse situations were avoided in the recording session (e.g., wrong diction, distortion, etc.). The session took place in a low background noise and short reverberation time room. The audio interface was a MOTU® Traveler-mk3 and the microphone was a DPA® 4007.
The signals were recording using a Digital Audio Workstation (Adobe® Audition®) at 44.1 KHz sampling rate and 16 bitrate.
B. Theoretical framework
This acoustic information processing model for the determination of the similarity degree between sound sources is based on: Ando's theory of hearing [4] ; the making of multidimensional "sound vectors", where the dimensions are the results of a statistical analysis of the running autocorrelation function (rACF) factors; and the distance between these sound vectors.
This method uses the concept of "nearest neighbors", but the data that is used to draw vectors are constructed with statistical information extracted from continuous autocorrelation hearing processing model of Ando, using the method of calculating of Sato [5] . Initially were chosen the parameters of Table 1 .
Each of the parameters in Table 1 was obtained for each frame of 10ms of duration 10ms, which composes each vocal registers. The mean, standard deviation and skewness coefficient are obtained statistically for all results (LL, Tau_e, Wphi, Tau_1, phi_1) of all the frames that comprise each voice record.
To perform the statistical calculation on the results of the calculation realized in the rACF for each voice file, we designed a Matlab ® software platform. Then, to check which parameters may contain the acoustic characteristics of the voices, we proceeded to analyze a) what parameters in Table 1 showed invariance in subjective conditions of listening with recognition of speakers to discard low noise level information, b) recognition voice over embedding of harmonic and spectral components in the original records c) recognition of voices against phasing out temporal information in the form of rectangular windows on the original records.
C. Invariance Verification: Low SPL information discarded
In order to investigate the invariance of the chosen variables, it was decided to make a series of listening of several voice files using a gate to discard gradually the low SPL information, as the brain would do it with useful information and background noise, trying to identify the speaker using just the useful sound information.
It was used the Adobe® Audition® software gate, by varying the threshold level from -45 dB to -5 dB, using a 5 dB step. It was verified that the speaker detection was beginning to become difficult at -10 dB, being almost impossible to detect at -5 dB.
Besides, a gate was incorporated in the software to analyze the microscopic parameter LL[dB] (Listening Level) for values that exceed the threshold chosen by the user in the user interface of the software developed. Those samples that do not satisfy this condition are discarded. Once defined which samples will be discarded, the software proceeds to remove these samples on the remaining parameters of the rACF (Wphi, Tau_e, Tau_1, Phi_1).
In this case, the statistical parameters for different values of the gate were calculated. After the series of listening were made, it was concluded that despite discarding low SPL information, the brain is able to identify the speaker. So it is inferred that there are parameters contained in the acoustic signals that despite the discarding of information have remained invariant, so that the brain can perform the calculation of the distance between "sound vectors" to certain ceilings in the trigger value (threshold) of the gate. For the objective calculation, we analyzed the voice files using the same threshold criteria used in tracks. Once the parameters were calculated, there were discarded those for a -5 dB threshold level, corresponding to the voice files almost impossible to identify, and -35 dB, -40 dB and -45 dB because the lower limit of the dynamic range of the voice file was greater than -30 dB.
After comparing the results of the series of listening and the results of the objective calculation, it was concluded that the relatively invariant parameters were the average values of the Timbre (Wphi), the Pitch (Tau_1) and the Pitch Intensity (Phi_1), as shown in Table 2 .
D. Addition of higher order spectral information
When analyzing the mean values of Timbre, Pitch and Pitch Intensity in all recorded voices, it was found that they did not vary significantly for several threshold values of the gate (in the range of -10 dB to -30 dB). It is therefore inferred that there is spectral information that was not yet taken into account, which would characterize the voice of each speaker.
To support this idea, it was essential to make a subjective test to show that the alteration of the spectral content of a voice, for frequencies above its pitch or fundamental, will hinder or prevent recognition. For this, we developed a subjective test which consisted of several listening of the recorded voices, each with varying levels of distortion. The voices were distorted using the "guitar room" effect of Adobe ® Audition ®, maintaining a linear distortion and varying it percentually between 10% and 60%. The results of this test indicated that for higher values than 50% of distortion, it was very difficult or impossible to distinguish the speaker, confirming the need to consider more spectral components in addition to the pitch or fundamental frequency (Tau_1) and amplitude (phi_1).
Along with this, we conducted an objective analysis of the recordings with software programmed in Matlab® and it was found that with increasing distortion, new harmonics were added, generating new Tau_n and Phi_n of a higher In the spectrogram of the original signal without distortion, Figure 2 , we can see the emergence of "formants", which are represented by high energy concentration (orange color) in various frequency bands and respond to resonances produced in the vocal tract. They are used, among other things, to identify the presence of vowels in speech [6] .
Meanwhile, in Figure 3 , to increase considerably the percentage of distortion in the sound recording, such "formants" are no longer appreciable, which perceptually reflected in a high degree of difficulty in recognizing speakers, for the entire group of listeners.
The result of the above test confirmed the need to consider more spectral components in addition to the pitch or fundamental frequency (Tau_1) and amplitude (phi_1).
E. Speech frames
The speech frame concept [1, 11] , which is related to the extraction of the speaker's acoustic characteristics, consists in splitting the acoustic information in frames by using rectangular windows of 10 to 30 ms. which is related to the integration window of the human auditory system. This concept led to make a quick test. Rectangular "silence windows" were used to gradually delete information from the original recordings as can be seen in Figure 4 . The time location of the windows was randomly chosen. After reducing between 60% and 65% of the information, the listeners started having difficulties to recognize the current speaker. The software used in this test was Adobe® Audition.
The results from this test led to consider the concept of taking information from a sound signal each time it reaches a minimum (Tau_e min) [9] in the effective duration of the rACF (Tau_e) as shown in Figure 5 . Hence it seems that there is a lot of redundant information inside the acoustic signals regarding to neural processes related to speaker recognition (regardless the understanding of the speech). 
F. Subjective Analysis
In order to get an objective scale of distances of similarity / dissimilarity between the registered sound surces (voices), based in subjective evaluations, two Thurstone tests have been performed, case 5 [6, 9] , always asking about the highest similarity between two audio tracks compared with a reference.
In the first test, one of the recorded speakers was chosen as the reference voice. In the second one, the voice of the speaker considered as the most similar to the first reference took the reference place in order to evaluate the consistency of the results obtained from the first test. To carry out both tests, a software in MATLAB® was developed. The GUI is shown in Figure 6 .
The results of each sample were used to fill a matrix assigning the value 1 to the chosen stimulus, being this one the most similar to the reference, and 0 to the other, in case of choosing "Audio A" or Audio B". Choosing the "Equal" option assigns the value 0.5 to each one of the matrix items corresponding to the comparison. After getting together the results from each file all the matrix were summed and then the result was divided by the number of test subject in order to evaluate which of the audio files was the closest one to the reference. The range of the final values could change from 0 to 4, being 4 the equivalent to the reference value.
44 subjects took the first test and 27 took the second test.
The results obtained are shown in Tables 3 and 4 . The Audio 4 from the first test was used as the reference in the second test. The speaker from Audio 4 was chosen as the most similar to the reference. Hence, the first reference was used as Audio 4 in the second test. The results of both tests can be seen in the Figures 7 and 8 .
In the first test, one of the voices was chosen as the most similar to the reference, and this was confirmed in the second test, where the most chosen voice was the one used as the first reference. It can be observed that the comparison between the rest of the audio tracks and both references gives different distances as result for each test; however, these results follow the same order in both tests.
These results, i.e., the order of similarity, would be compared with the data obtained from the objective study, for which was inferred the addition of weighting factors for each parameter regarded in the voice analysis (i.e., the results from the statistical analysis).
G. Objective analysis
Using the "Nearest Neighbors" (NN) model, which measures the distances between sound vectors, the Euclidian distances were calculated using the vectors built with the statistical values from the temporal parameters extracted from the Running Auto-correlation Function, Wphi (timbre), Tau_1 (pitch), Phi_1 (pitch strength), Tau_n and Phi_n, with n>1, as shown in Figure 5 .
Rectangular windows were used, with 0.01s for Tau_n and Phi_n calculations, and 0.02s for Wphi (timbre). A gate was added to the chain of processes in order to eliminate information with very low sound levels, specifically in those sections where the level was lower than the threshold chosen by the user in the GUI.
The calculation of all spectral components with a limit of 6KHz was added to the processing chain, due to the fact that for frequencies above 5KHz approximately, the capacity for the detection of pitch declines rapidly because of the gradual loss of the phase locking of the neural spikes with the phase of the sound stimuli. This frequencies limit corresponds to a Tau_min= 170Ps, approximately.
In this way, the spectral information was extracted from Tau_n (1/frequency_n) and Phi_n (amplitude_n) from the rACF calculus; Tau values were established from the maximum peaks that the ACF obtains in each frame or integration interval. Once located the maximum value of Phi, it was named Phi_1, and its temporal location, Tau_1. Those time values below Tau_1 and greater than Tau_m=170Ps (~6Khz) were Tau_2, Tau_3,…, Tau_n, and Phi_n their corresponding amplitudes values. The process can be observed in the Figures 9 a) , b) and c) where three consecutive frames of the ACF are shown. Those inexistent Taus, led to discard the time and amplitude information in those frames in which they appeared.
The statistical values of each parameter were calculated over the temporal progress (frame after frame) of these, so the number of values may vary, resulting in a difference in the number of dimensions of the sound vectors.
In order to have each sound vector with the same number of dimensions, the user can limit the maximum quantity of spectral components to incorporate in the study of similarity.
Knowing that the brain retrieves information in every minimum Tau-e [9] of the acoustic signal, it is possible to make the sound vectors only with the information corresponding to the moments where a minimum Tau-e appears. To accomplish this, the option to choose the set of minimums Tau-e from the percentile statistical calculation was added to the software, as shown in Figure 11 .
Once established the minimum set of Tau-e, the frames that corresponded to those, were located (integration intervals). In this manner, the set of means of Wphi, Tau_n and Phi_n corresponding to these frames, built the sound vectors.
Finally, the Euclidean distance between the vectors was calculated (there is an option to use the Taxicab distance), using all the dimensions established by the user at the beginning of the rACF and the sound vectors calculus.
These distances produce a similarity order between the voices files, which had to be contrasted with the similarity results from the subject tests.
The block diagram describing the software that was developed is shown in Figure 10 . The software is composed of two stages, one for the parameters derived from the rACF, and a second GUI for the statistical parameters and the sound vectors distance calculation.
III. RESULTS
A. Vector distances
Euclidean distances were calculated for all the pairs of recorded voices. Different distances for different orders of Tau_n and Phi_n were obtained. It can be seen in Table 5 that, limiting the order of Tau_n and Phi_n to n=10, the distances look like the results obtained in the subjective test. The shortest distance was the one measured between Audio 4 and the reference just like the results obtained in the subjective tests (see Figure 7) . Also, the order of the comparison between the reference and the other tracks is almost the same as the obtained in the subjective test. Audio 1 is the exception since it is the least similar to reference regarding the Euclidean distances. Several conclusions were obtained: In order to just recognize a speaker, the brain would not process low listening level information. After adding a certain degree of harmonic distortion to the original signal spectrum, the speaker recognition became extremely difficult.
B. Conclusions
Regarding speaker recognition, the brain receives redundant information from the acoustic signals. Hence, the only important information would be in every frame were a Tau_e min happens. It was possible to define the acoustic characteristics of each speaker by considering this model. Under these circumstances: cooperating speakers, stable emotional condition, no breathing pathologies and low background noise recordings taken in the same room, a similarity scale between speakers was established. It could also be built on a multidimensional space by applying mathematics tools on the acoustic characteristics of each speaker.
In this particular case, since both Ando's theory of hearing and neural coding information between the inner ear and the auditory cortex [2] are applied, the previously described scale could be carried out by using just the time domain (temporal information).
It would seem that the speech frame concept should only be applied in a few specific frames in order to succeed in the process of speaker recognition. This concept would refer to the idea of redundant information in acoustic signals, regarding speaker recognition.
A group of relatively invariant acoustical parameters were obtained after: removing low level information, changing the signal spectrum and removing signal frames that represent the acoustic features of each speaker. These statistical parameters were used to build the sound vector. They were invariant because the involved frames were those where a Tau_e min happened. Both the frame and the running step lasted 10 ms.
A software was developed in order to extract the acoustic characteristics of each speaker applying Sato's calculation method of the rACF factors. The software also made the sound vectors and computed the distance between the speakers by using the temporal information from the recordings.
C. Future work
The future work is focused on increasing the database of voices and speakers and using different phrases, and developing a model to extract the temporal pattern of each speaker as another biometric descriptor to identify speakers.
